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Abstract

This study suggests the method of structuring reverse logistics systems for 3PL firms. To make the systems, this study performs data analysis and process analysis on the basis of the requirements of 3PL reverse logistics systems. The step of the data analysis is connected with designing and structuring of the database after processing data modeling. The step of analyzing the process deals with making applications after designing applications and modeling the process. In order to simultaneously consider data analysis and process analysis, these studies utilize the whole 3PL reverse logistics systems.

It is possible for structured 3PL reverse logistics systems to save logistical cost and improve customer service through decreasing lead time on reverse logistics. The systems can guarantee the allocation of stable benefits for both manufacturers and 3PL service providers.
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1. Introduction

Recently, manufacturers changed the method of operations management from small products, mass production and mass transport to multi-products, small production and frequent delivery due to customer needs that are different and segmented. Traditional value chain is connected from manufacturers to final customers by way of distributors. There are various physical distribution systems including manufacturers, distributors, wholesalers and retailers. Because of the high levels of customer needs, there is a variety of changes within the distribution channels. When customers choose goods, they require and desire better changes such as improved customer services as well as cost competitiveness. The logistics outsourcing sector on the basis of electronic commerce responds to this requirement very adequately. The market of electronic commerce has grown in the niche market between wholesalers and retailers but it is rapidly growing on the basis of the high levels of customer needs and development of information technology. The frequency of using 3PL (3rd party logistics, TPL) has been increasing because of dramatic development in electronic commerce such as cross-border online shipping and reverse cross-border online shipping [1, 2].

From the viewpoint of logistics in electronic commerce, there is a high level of logistics cost in the prime cost compared with off-line transaction and as a result, efficient logistics management is needed. In addition, due to the characteristic of electronic commerce such as non-face-to-face transaction, there are frequent exchanges or returns of goods. Customers who bought goods via electronic commerce would exchange or return the goods because of various reasons such as color, design, change of mind, terms of product service and/or damage. This is connected with reverse logistics which is the process of moving the goods from customers back to manufacturers. Logistics is defined
as the process in which goods move from manufacturers to customers, and reverse logistics is defined as the process in which goods move from customers to manufacturers [3]. The following are the two steps for reverse logistics processes. In the first step, the customers call the customer service center requesting the return of the goods, and the center receives the request for returned goods. Next, the logistics service providers recover the goods, and they are returned to the logistics center. In the second step, the staff of manufacturers at the logistics centers examines the returned goods and re-adjusts the grade on the basis of conditions of the goods after which the new goods are delivered to the customers. From the viewpoint of manufacturers, additional logistical cost will occur in reverse logistics processes, and the goods can be broken in the logistics processes, followed by deteriorated quality. On the basis of the variance of logistics environment, reverse logistics occur more frequently compared with the past, but it is difficult to perform efficient logistics management because there is a lack of recognition in reverse logistics and the problems associated with the systems. Therefore, this study shows the needs and the classification of reverse logistics on the basis of the variance of logistics environment through prior research and suggests the methods of efficient reverse logistics management systems of 3PL service providers by analyzing the causes and problems of reverse logistics [4-6].

2. Literature Review

2.1. 3PL Systems

1) Introduction of 3PL

3PL service means that the logistics service providers perform whole or parts of logistics functions on behalf of the shippers (manufacturers and distributors) in supply chains from procurement of raw materials to consumption of final goods. 3PL is widely used due to the improvement of customer service and logistical cost saving as well as providing a solution to an insufficient logistics resource through outsourcing. When shippers introduce 3PL services, they receive proposals from logistics service providers and choose a 3PL provider through competitive bidding. 3PL, which means strategic alliance between shippers and logistics service providers, is a necessary requirement for information sharing and exchange that provides a win-win strategy associated with common goals. Information sharing is the most important factor for 3PL with contracts with partners [7].

3PL’s aim is for shippers and logistics service providers to make common goals for logistics cost saving and logistics service improvement. In order to achieve their goals, their relationships are regarded as a strategic alliance that yields contract and share information. 3PL service providers provide shippers with sustainable improved logistics services from investigating the present conditions to planning, designing the structure of systems, and operations and performance management.

2) Structural Elements of 3PL Services

![Figure 1. Structural Elements of Logistics Outsourcing](image-url)
The key structural elements for which logistics service providers perform logistics outsourcing from the viewpoint of 3PL services are classified into three factors: organizations (manpower), information systems and logistics infrastructure. Additional elements are included in the criteria of performance measurement in logistics services for which 3PL provide customers and accumulate operational logistics capabilities for a long time [8]. First, organizations for logistics outsourcing are divided into an operational organization for logistics works, sales organization, a consulting organization and an organization of information systems. It is important to sustainably provide and create a value of costs and services promised to customers on the basis of flexible co-operation among organizations. Logistics service providers need to provide capabilities for total solution resulting in whole optimization within logistics systems such as logistics investigation, consulting, proposals, restructuring of logistics works, the building and performing of systems, aftercare service and improvement of logistical activities. Considering the scope of logistics, required outsourcing to logistics service providers is expanded from management and operations in a logistics unit to optimal supports of logistics works such as strategy, management and information. Second, information systems are included in the systems for co-operations and information sharing with customers and partners as well as internal operational systems. The major information systems to perform outsourcing are divided into order management systems (OMS), warehouse management systems (WMS), transport management systems (TMS), location-based systems (LBS) and enterprise resource planning (ERP). The goal of information systems is to improve work efficiency and to enhance work cooperation through structuring efficient information connection systems between systems of customers and partners and systems of logistics service providers. WMS and TMS are logistics performing systems for optimal management of warehouse logistics and transport vehicles. WMS supports input and output of warehouse logistics, storage management, real-time confirmation of storage information and optimal operations of workers and equipment in warehouse logistics. TMS performs chasing goods and management of transport cost and supports transport plans, routs, and consolidation of goods through optimal algorithm. The last key factor is logistics infrastructure. It consists of warehouse logistics, terminals for goods, transport, loading/unloading, storage, facilities of transport and so on. There are two kinds of logistics firms such as an asset-based and a non-asset based, and logistics infrastructure is included in the former. Non-asset based logistics firms that provide 3PL logistics service use logistics infrastructure of many logistics firms and that is why they require the integration of works and information technology or the abilities of connection among partners. In addition, they have the needs to acquire logistics information systems which have flexible and opened architecture on the basis of Internet for cooperation among firms.

3) The Process of 3PL Systems

3PL systems provide customers with total logistics services on logistics works such as order management, stock management, manufacturing and distributing, inbound and outbound management, transport management, indices management and logistics consulting. Figure 2 shows the process of 3PL systems [9].

3PL provide efficiencies to customers and offer quick logistics works by integrating OMS, WMS, TMS and LBS. In addition, they are able to manage the indices needed by the customers within the information systems and operate customer support systems via web that is easily approachable by the customers. Furthermore, outsourcing the logistics which is a non-core competence, customers can increase productivity through focusing on core competence based on selection and concentration as well as save logistics cost and increase customer services.
2.2. Reverse Logistics Systems

1) The Definition and Kinds of Reverse Logistics

Logistics pertains to the consecutive flow of products from suppliers to consumers. On the other hand, reverse logistics is performed at reverse direction with physical distribution from consumers to suppliers. Suppliers in reverse logistics recover goods from consumers and decide whether to re-use or dispose the returned products based on the condition of the goods. Therefore, reverse logistics is defined as all activities concerned with reuse of products and materials. There are three kinds of reverse logistics such as return logistics, collect logistics and disposal logistics. Figure 3 shows the types of reserve logistics [10].

2) Prior Research on Reverse Logistics

There are many research papers concerned with efficient management methods for reverse logistics because the attention of reverse logistics has recently increased. Fleischmann et al., (1997) suggest distribution planning, inventory management and production planning of reverse logistics on the basis of literature review. Cho et al., (2003) explain that the development of electronic commerce can be an alternative to solve the problems of reverse logistics. Lim et al., (2006) analyze the introductive effect of reverse logistics through the simulation model of closed loop which can analyze the effect of reverse logistics on re-using parts in car industry. Lim et al., (2006) suggest efficient

3) The Problems and Processes of Reverse Logistics Systems

Recently, reverse logistics has become one of the factors to maintain competitive advantages in firms and as a result, it is more important than ever. Product life cycle is shorter and shorter, and firms perform exchange, return and refund from the viewpoint of improving customer service. As a result, 3PL has an important role in reverse logistics. The goal of reverse logistics is to minimize costs that are occurring in returning of goods and recovery of value as much as possible when they occur. To achieve this goal of reverse logistics, the factors in Figure 4 should be included in the process of reverse logistics [11].

![Figure 4. Process of Reverse Logistics](image)

Screening as the first step of reverse logistics is concerned with selecting goods. In the second step, shippers divide goods into re-use or disposal. Accurate judgement can save cost in the third step. After a selection process, return goods are put in collection and sorting process occurs in the fourth step. After finishing the steps, the goods are finally treated for disposition. The goods are then sent to returns, re-sales, sales to outlet malls, discount shops or markets, donation, repair and disposal on the basis of the condition.

There are various problems in reverse logistics. First, the time of reverse logistics is not certain. The time is different with each customer because customers make a decision for returns after purchasing and feeling dissatisfied. In addition, because the characteristics and conditions of the goods are different and unpredicted, this can decrease the efficiency of logistics. Second, reverse logistics for returns generally spend high logistics cost because it is difficult to collectively treat the products on the basis of the various requests made by the customers. Third, in reverse logistics processes, logistics service providers should be flexibly connected with each other in each logistics process. Fourth, the time in reverse logistics is more important than the time in forward logistics. The longer the lead time, the lower the quality of the product and the more customer complaints about the reverse logistics. Fifth, it is difficult to acquire visibility on the goods because the goods have already been sent to the manufacturers. Forward logistics has already attained
logistics efficiency to use logistics information systems, but it is difficult to acquire visibility in reverse logistics because of its solitary and uncertain nature in the goods. Sixth, the satisfaction of reverse logistics has an effect on the goods and the firms, followed by the re-purchase and the brand image.

3. The Method of Design and Structure of Efficient Reverse Logistics Systems for 3PL Service Providers

1) The Process of Reverse Logistics System by 3PL Service Provider

Reverse logistics service of 3PL systems starts from requesting returns and recovery by partners. Figure 5 shows the process of reverse logistics systems for 3PL service providers [2].

![Figure 5. Process of Reverse Logistics Systems for 3PL](image)

When partners require returns, logistics centers take over the order for returns. The operator of 3PL service providers needs to clearly regulate the reasons for returns. Transporters should confirm whether the content of returns is equal to the goods of the returns when they pick up the goods. The collected goods are divided into level A, level B or level C on the basis of the principle of classification or rules of returns set by the manufacturer. Level A goods are moved to warehouses, level B goods are divided into good conditions or bad conditions, and level C goods should be disposed. The disposal is performed in order abide by the manufacturer’s disposal policy. After the process, the operators of 3PL service providers compile the information and the contents of returns. The contents consist of quantities, levels, manufacturers, the date of returns and the total quantities of returns for each manufacturer. Finally, the operator sends the results to the manufacturers along with the contents of the returns.

2) The Structure of Database for Reverse Logistics Systems by 3PL Service Provider

Various processes are needed in the structure of 3PL reverse logistics systems.

Figure 6 shows the process of structuring 3PL reverse logistics systems. The staff performs the analysis of database and processes concerned with the requirements of clients and the analysis of environment on 3PL reverse logistics systems after which the system is developed. In the processes of the requirements and the analysis of environment, the system is designed after the staff classifies the data analysis and the process analysis on the basis of the requirements for works requested by participants and users of 3PL logistics systems. The first step of data analyses is data modeling. Data modeling is concerned with deciding what kind of information they will need in order to structure database systems. It is a figure that analyzes the relationships between data. The process of entity relationship diagram (ERD) is required for efficiently processing data modeling [13]. ERD is used to verify the relationships between entities, to define directions and despondence value after deciding the names of the relationships, and to draw diagrams and lines on the basis of the definitions. In the step of database design, the real table of database is made and the database is designed and structured through data modeling. A process analysis is also similar with the process of data analysis. The developers develop connecting data analysis with process analysis when making real systems [14].
Figure 6. Process of Structuring 3PL Reverse Logistics Systems

The staff should define the field names and the tables to design database of 3PL reverse logistics systems. The database tables consist of a business area information table (TB_UNTMSTINFO), clients’ information table (B_CSTMSTINFO), information for clients’ returns center (TB_CSTRGCINFO), clients’ goods information (TB_CSTITMINFO), users’ information (TB_USERINFO) and the lists of returns (TB_RTGOODHIS) and the database is designed. Table 1 shows database table in 3PL reverse logistics systems. Table 2 shows field name of TB_CSTITMINFO. Figure 7 shows ERD database of 3PL reverse logistics systems [15].

Table 1. Database Table of 3PL Reverse Logistics Systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Table name</th>
<th>contents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>TB_UNTMSTINFO</td>
<td>Business Information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>TB_CSTMSTINFO</td>
<td>Customer Information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>TB_CSTRGCINFO</td>
<td>Customer Return Logistics Center Information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>TB_CSTITMINFO</td>
<td>Customer Return Goods Information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>TB_UNIMSTINFO</td>
<td>General Information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>TB_USERINFO</td>
<td>User Information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>TB_RTGOODHIS</td>
<td>Return Goods Contents</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Filed Name of TB_CSTITMINFO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Field name</th>
<th>contents</th>
<th>type</th>
<th>size</th>
<th>remark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>ITM_CD</td>
<td>Item Code</td>
<td>VarChar</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Primary Key</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>ITM_NM</td>
<td>Item name</td>
<td>VarChar</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>ITM_UNIT</td>
<td>Item Unit</td>
<td>VarChar</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>ITM_TYPE</td>
<td>Item type</td>
<td>VarChar</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>CST_CD</td>
<td>Costumer Code</td>
<td>VarChar</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>LOCATION</td>
<td>Location</td>
<td>VarChar</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>ITM_BARCODE</td>
<td>Item barcode</td>
<td>VarChar</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>REMARK</td>
<td>special note</td>
<td>VarChar</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3) The Structure of Reverse Logistics Systems for 3PL Service Provider

The contents of 3PL reverse logistics systems are as follows:

The staff takes over the order of returns in logistics centers and develops the systems that can clearly regulate the reasons of returns. In addition, transporters need to confirm whether the goods in the list is equal to real returned goods when they pick up the goods. The staff of 3PL service providers should gather the information of the returned goods, record quantities of returned goods, the level of the goods, manufacturers and the data of returns, and write the lists of returns. The staff can automatically register the lists of returned goods in an EXCEL format, and it is also possible to manually register the lists. Manufacturers can check the lists of returned goods in real time.

Figure 8 and Figure 9 represent the information of the goods returned and manufacturer's registration of returned goods. When the registration of returned goods is performed, the staff can choose manufacturers in the log-in process, select information of goods, and choose goods in the registering process.
Figure 10 and Figure 11 show users’ information and general complex information. The information of users can be automatically uploaded as EXCLE files. When returned goods are registered in general complex information, users can choose the sort of transport and the condition of goods.

![Figure 10. Users’ Information](image1) ![Figure 11. General Complex Information](image2)

Figure 12 and Figure 13 represent the present conditions of returned goods and registering returns. The staff registers inbound data, reporting data, transporters and the conditions of returned goods in the registering returns and searches for the specifications of returned goods on the basis of the terms of returns in the present conditions.

![Figure 12. Conditions of Returned Goods](image3) ![Figure 13. Registering Returns](image4)

4. Conclusion

Shippers spread the position of 3PL in the internal logistics in order to follow the variance of logistical environment like multi-products small quantity delivery. In addition, there is the high frequency of reverse logistics such as returns and exchanges on the basis of customer needs.

This study suggests the method of structuring reverse logistics systems for 3PL firms. To develop the systems, this study performs data analysis and process analysis on the basis of the requirements of 3PL reverse logistics systems. The step of the data analysis is connected with designing and structuring database after processing data modeling. The step of analyzing the process is concerned with developing applications after designing applications and modeling the process. To simultaneously consider data analysis and process analysis, these studies produce whole 3PL reverse logistics systems.

It is possible for structured 3PL reverse logistics systems to save logistics cost and to improve customer service through decreasing lead time on reverse logistics. The systems can guarantee the allocation of stable benefits to both manufacturers and 3PL service providers. There are several future research directions such as structuring reverse logistics...
systems for whole supply chain management (SCM), saving reverse logistics cost for SCM and decreasing lead time of reverse logistics in SCM.
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